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WritingWriting

Handwriting - how it is taught and how can you support Handwriting - how it is taught and how can you support 

                  handwriting at home.                  handwriting at home.

How writing is taught at Russell.How writing is taught at Russell.

What should my child be able to do by the end of their year?What should my child be able to do by the end of their year?

How can reading support my child's writing?How can reading support my child's writing?

How writing intervention is taught at Russell.How writing intervention is taught at Russell.



HandwritingHandwriting

Russell Lower School teaches cursive writing from theRussell Lower School teaches cursive writing from the

very beginning of school. Good early practice in cursive handwritingvery beginning of school. Good early practice in cursive handwriting

with 'lead in' strokes seeks to establish secure foundations from the with 'lead in' strokes seeks to establish secure foundations from the 

beginning we then practise, refine and extend skills these skills beginning we then practise, refine and extend skills these skills 

throughout KS1 and KS2.  Continuity and consistency are essential factorsthroughout KS1 and KS2.  Continuity and consistency are essential factors

in helping children retain movement patterns by establishing this in helping children retain movement patterns by establishing this 

practise in reception the children to do not have to alter movement practise in reception the children to do not have to alter movement 

patterns at a later stage.patterns at a later stage.

We follow 'Switch on handwriting' and have a clear plan forWe follow 'Switch on handwriting' and have a clear plan for

progression throughout the school.progression throughout the school.

Capital letters must be taught at the same time as lower-case letters.Capital letters must be taught at the same time as lower-case letters.
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All the letters are split into four handwriting

families.  Do you know what the families are?

HandwritingHandwriting



Let's warm up our hands!

HandwritingHandwriting
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HandwritingHandwriting

How can you help your child with theirHow can you help your child with their

handwriting at home...?handwriting at home...?

* Practice their fine motor skills.* Practice their fine motor skills.

* Practice their pencil grip.* Practice their pencil grip.
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HandwritingHandwriting
When your child is writing at home, make sure When your child is writing at home, make sure 

they are holding their pencil correctly.they are holding their pencil correctly.





At Russell we follow a process for writing, which is the same in each year group.At Russell we follow a process for writing, which is the same in each year group.

    

Cold write - We usually start with a cold write or 'have a go' to assess where theCold write - We usually start with a cold write or 'have a go' to assess where the

children are and what skills we need to teach.children are and what skills we need to teach.

Planning -   Decide on key language focus.Planning -   Decide on key language focus.

                Adapt model text and decide how it can be innovated.                Adapt model text and decide how it can be innovated.

                Text model - box it up, analyse it, plan a toolkit.                Text model - box it up, analyse it, plan a toolkit.

Imitation -  Creative hook and context.Imitation -  Creative hook and context.

               Warm up/embed words, phrases, grammar and shortburst writing,               Warm up/embed words, phrases, grammar and shortburst writing,

               revisit throughout.               revisit throughout.

               Internalise model text - story/text map.               Internalise model text - story/text map.

               Deepen understanding e.g through drama.               Deepen understanding e.g through drama.

               Reading as a reader; - vocabulary, comprehension.               Reading as a reader; - vocabulary, comprehension.

               Reading as a writer, box up text, analyse features, re construct toolkit.               Reading as a writer, box up text, analyse features, re construct toolkit.

Innovation- Create a new plan/story map and talk the text. (five finger retell)Innovation- Create a new plan/story map and talk the text. (five finger retell)

               Shared writing - innovate on model.               Shared writing - innovate on model.

               Children write their own versions and guided writing, peer assess.               Children write their own versions and guided writing, peer assess.

               Teacher assesses work - feedback and editing.               Teacher assesses work - feedback and editing.

               .               .

                                

  





CompositionComposition

GrammmarGrammmar

and punctuationand punctuation

TranscriptionTranscription

What are the expected outcomes What are the expected outcomes 

in each year group?in each year group?

Year 1Year 1





CompositionComposition

GrammmarGrammmar

and punctuationand punctuation

TranscriptionTranscription

Year 2Year 2







At the start of year 3 the children beginAt the start of year 3 the children begin

the Key Stage 2 curriculum.  In writing therethe Key Stage 2 curriculum.  In writing there

is more focus on spelling, punctuation and is more focus on spelling, punctuation and 

grammar. The children are expected to editgrammar. The children are expected to edit

their work for improvements.their work for improvements.

They are given time to edit their work at theThey are given time to edit their work at the

beginning of each lesson after the teacherbeginning of each lesson after the teacher

has marked their work.has marked their work.



LO: To identify the features of instructions.
Monday 11th September 2023 Year 3

Starter
Write as many

verbs as you can!

Look back at any feedback
you have from last lesson.

 Correct any errors and
complete any next steps or

challenges.
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GrammmarGrammmar

and punctuationand punctuation

TranscriptionTranscription

Year 3Year 3





Look back at
any feedback
you have from

last lesson.
 Correct any

errors and
complete any
next steps or
challenges.

Monday 25th September 2023

L.O - To use descriptive vocabulary.

Year 4Year 4
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GrammmarGrammmar

and punctuationand punctuation

TranscriptionTranscription

Year 4Year 4



Year 4 expected standard.Year 4 expected standard.



How to encourage and support your child with writing at home.How to encourage and support your child with writing at home.



How to encourage and support your child with writing at home.How to encourage and support your child with writing at home.



How to encourage and support your child with writing at home.How to encourage and support your child with writing at home.



How can reading support my child's writing.How can reading support my child's writing.

Encourage Reading.Encourage Reading.

Reading is crucial for developing strong

writing skills. God writers are often avid

readers, so encourage your child to read

regularly and explore various genres. It can

be great to discuss the stories that your 

child has read and the characters involved

in ech book to foster critical thinking and

comprehensions kills.

Encourage your child to read widely and provide

them with a diverse range of reading materials,

this significantly enhances their writing skills.

It foster language development, expands vocabulary,

stimulates imagination and exposes them to 

different writing styles and perspectives.


